
From: Danny Adair
To: secretary@resources.ca.gov; Lisa.Mangat@parks.ca.gov; Mat.Fuzie@parks.ca.gov;

John.Ainsworth@coastal.ca.gov; info@slocleanair.org; jim@oceanodunes.org
Subject: Oceano Dunes SVRA
Date: Saturday, March 17, 2018 12:26:45 PM

Hello,

It’s been brought to my attention, the Oceano Dunes SVRA area may face recreational closures.

As a 39 year old man, I grew up going to these dunes and recreating with family and friends. The enjoyment and
passion strengthened through these times has literally carved a career path for me to pursue working with companies
that make products for recreation and automotive vehicles.  I’m able to wake up each day like so many others and
enjoy what I do, because of the great times I had as a young child and young adult at the Oceano Dunes SVRA.

 The great thing about an area like Oceano Dunes SVRA is it not only allows family bonding in the outdoors on the
ocean, like no other place on the California coast,  but it’s only minutes from infusing large amounts of money into
the nearby towns.

I’m writing to you to voice my concern, and emphasize the importance the recreation of this very unique dune
environment has on a single person, and families as a whole.  I urge any studies that are being conducted to be taken
very seriously, and all angles explored before simply shutting this public area down.

If air pollution is a concern, have you asked and investigated the proper questions?

Have you investigated the validity of silica coming from the SVRA and the affects the biological material may have
from the ocean as it pertains to the air pollution monitoring data?

What percentage of the concerned pollution area is contributed by the SVRA?

Is the concerned pollution area a proper sample size?   Ie. If I’m standing next to a bbq smoker it’s fair to say the air
quality will be poor, but should we ban all bbq smokers in a neighborhood? 

You see what I’m saying?  The people have a right to be heard on all sides, but just because someone cries foul
doesn’t mean we should adhere to their requests without really understanding with fair analysis.

I have two young children and one on the way, I hope to continue the same way of life that I grew up. They are the
future of this world, and life is much more than what teachers tell us in school. We must experience things, and
when those areas are closed, it limits the impact we can have on our future families and businesses.

Thank you for your time,

Danny Adair
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